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Don't worry, it's secure.U.K. newspaper urges
'bounty hunters' to sniff out foreign refugees

During the past week there has been a spate of
stories in the U.K. media regarding the alleged
proliferation of foreign refugees in the South

West of England. These stories, however, have
been riddled with misinformation and a healthy
dose of speculation. The most shocking of the
stories, which have attracted the most public

attention, involve the capture and detention of a
group of immigrant “gangs” who are alleged to
be illegal immigrants residing in Manchester,
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England. The Manchester Evening News recently
highlighted an incident on May 12, where

“bounty hunters” allegedly apprehended a
group of immigrants who were living in the area.

The paper has cited the “very high” cost of
running the “Adopt a refugee” program as one
of the reasons why “bounty hunters” — who

offer bounties to those who apprehend criminals
— have decided to target “illegal immigrants.”

According to Manchester Evening News
columnist Paul White, bounty hunters often
target the UK’s “oldest and most vulnerable

people” because “the offence is so small that
the person involved cannot be prosecuted.” The
cost of running the country’s “Adopt a refugee”
program is estimated to be about $2.6 million,
of which the UK government is reportedly only

contributing $170,000. The majority of the
“adopters” pay the rest of the funding

themselves. The Guardian recently estimated
the cost of running the “Adopt a refugee”

program to be £7.5 million ($13 million). The
paper has also highlighted the issue of the U.K.
government reportedly failing to tackle illegal

immigration. Northern Echo, the paper that first
reported the Manchester incident last week,
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apparently hired “bounty hunters” who claimed
to have “investigative powers” and be able to
“hunt down human traffickers.” The heavily-

publicized “capture” and subsequent detention
of the alleged immigrants in Manchester was

“the first time in England that human traffickers
have been captured by members of the public,”
according to the paper. The matter has led to a

veritable “absurdly” over-the-top image of
bounty hunters hunting down immigrants in the

U.K.,
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timeÂ .Sizing of commercially available plastic
mixing components typically includes a

volumetric sizing system including a bulk
container and a nozzle for delivering measured
volumes of a liquid plasticizer (a solvent, in the
case of vinyls) to the plastic. The vinyl can be

sized using such a volumetric system by passing
the vinyl plastic through the nozzle to drop out

the vinyl in an even film on the vinyl plastic.
While the configuration and operation of a

volumetric sizing system is well known, these
systems can be significantly cost prohibitive. For

example, a cost of a commercial volumetric
sizing system can easily be five times the cost
of a casting press. It is known to introduce a

liquid plasticizer through a nozzle in a
continuous fashion into a flowable vinyl

composition to deliver and apply the vinyl. For
example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,549,952 and

5,908,791 and 5,962,122, in the names of Kothe
et al., disclose apparatus for and methods of

continuously introducing liquid plasticizers into
molten vinyl plastic. The method disclosed in

these patents is referred to herein as the “Kothe
et al. Method.�
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